
        Chemistry 2018-2019 
 

Course Description 
 

Chemistry is the study of matter, its composition, structure, and the changes that occur when matter interacts.  The basic principles 

include atomic structure, bonding, periodicity, stoichiometry and reactions.  It is an application level III science course that will 

attempt two basic goals:  

 

 Students will learn the facts, formulas, and principles that comprise the major concepts in chemistry . 

 

 Students will develop and improve critical thinking and problem-solving skills for everyday life, learned in the context of science 

 

 

These topics reflect the Oregon Common Curriculum Goals and Standards as follows: 

 

 Describe how transformations among solids, liquids, and gases occur. 

 

 Describe properties of elements and their relationship to the periodic table. 

 

 Analyze the effects of various factors on physical changes and chemical reactions. 

 

 Read and interpret the periodic table, recognizing the relationship of the chemical and physical properties of the 

elements to their position on the periodic table. 

 

 

Course Topics 

Chemistry Introduction/Safety Measurement Atoms and Matter Electronic Configuration 

Periodic Table   Bonding  Stoichiometry  Chemical Formulas/Reactions 

Chemical Equations  Phases  Gas Laws  Solutions 

Acids, Bases, and Salts  Equilibrium Oxidation/Reduction 

 

What You Need  

 

√ Bound notebook (not a note pad or tablet)    

Each student will be required to keep a lab notebook.  Only work done in Chemistry will be completed in this lab 

book.  The lab book is your reference for experiments done throughout the entire year of class.  The lab book will 

be assessed at the end of each unit. 

  

The ideal notebook would be quadrille (graph paper) lined.  However any bound notebook will suffice.  No three 

ring binders will be used or accepted in this course.   
 

√ Colored Pencils     To highlight and detail your diagrams in your lab book and projects.  

 

√ Straight edge   

A small clear ruler probably would work best.  A small protractor might be more useful and can be used as a 

straight edge.  

 

√ Calculator  

  Nothing fancy is needed but you should have it with you every day.  

  

Very, Very Optional 

Package of Graph paper  (4 or 5 squares per inch would probably work best.) If you notebook is quadrille lined, you will 

already have this covered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dress Code for Lab Days  

  

Student safety during experiments will always be of primary importance in the laboratory.  To participate in lab, students 

must arrive to class dressed appropriately.  Appropriate attire is as follows: 

 Full length jeans or slacks. Not tights or leggings. (cotton preferred) 

 Closed toed and closed heel shoes 

 Crew neck T shirt or sweat shirt (cotton preferred) 

 

In addition, no floppy sleeves, dangling jewelry, etc. will be allowed.  Long hair and bangs must be tied or secured back 

so as not to be a chemical or flame hazard.  Safety goggles must always be worn in the laboratory area. 

 
 

Grading 
Each student’s grade will be computed on the following criteria: 

 

 Unit Exams   

 Quizzes     

 Homework problems    

 Lab Reports    

 Activities 

 Demonstrations  

 Semester Final  

 

The instructor will stamp all homework assignment calendars at the beginning of the period on which they are due. Each assignment 

will be considered to be "turned in", on time, if it has a stamp for that date on the calendar.  Stamps will only be given to papers 

deemed to be “mostly complete.”  If a student is having serious questions about an assignment, the student should arrange to consult 

the instructor before the day the assignment is due.  Full credit will not be given to any assignment received without a stamp.  It shall 

be the responsibility of the student to make sure his/her paper has received a stamp. 

 

All grades will be determined by taking the total points earned and dividing by the total points possible and applied to the following 

scale.  

 

A=90% and up 

 

B=80% to 89% 

 

C=70% to 79% 

 

D=60% to 69% 

 

F=59% or lower 

. 

Computer generated progress reports will be given out at regular intervals.  These reports will allow you to keep track of your 

academic progress in Chemistry as well as tracking individual assignments. 

 

Attendance 
 

Attendance is required and expected according to Hood River County School District policies.  To receive credit for work missed 

during an excused absence, the work must be turned in within a time frame not to exceed the length of the absence.  All late work 

must be labeled as “absent” if the absence is excused.  Unexcused late papers will have ½ the possible points deducted.  Homework 

may be turned in for ½ credit up to the date of the test on that unit.  Any work missed during an absence that is either unexcused or 

unexplained, by school policy, cannot be made up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Class Expectations 
 

To enable each learner to achieve the highest degree of success, the following criteria will be met. 

 

 Attend class daily.  If you are absent, contact a classmate or the instructor ASAHP to obtain missed work or notes. 

 

 Bring necessary materials to class.  This may include a textbook, a notebook, labs, data, etc.  It is highly recommended that the 

student bring a scientific calculator to each class session but any calculator will work. 

 

 Be in your seat and ready to work when the tardy bell rings.  All students are expected to arrive to class on time.  After the second 

tardy, the student will be warned.   Any further tardies will result in a lunch time detention will be assigned.  After the 4
th

 tardy 

after school community service will be assigned.  Any more tardies after the 4
th

 will result in a discipline referral being written. 

 

 All students are expected to complete their own work.  If an assignment is plagiarized or otherwise “copied” the school policy in 

the student handbook will be followed.  

 

 Do not distract other students from their learning. 

 

Text: 

Chemistry 

Wilbraham, Staley, Matta,  and Waterman 

Pearson, 2017 
 

Instructor: Mr. Butcher       Prep: Period 2 and 7  At lunch by arrangement in K-02 

Email:  mike.butcher@hoodriver.k12.or.us Phone/voicemail:  (541) 386-4500 ext 4605 

mailto:mike.butcher@hoodriver.k12.or.us

